In the present paper the reflexivity of a WOT-closed algebra generated by certain pairs of commuting shifts, which are not necessarily doubly commuting, is proved.
Abstract.
In the present paper the reflexivity of a WOT-closed algebra generated by certain pairs of commuting shifts, which are not necessarily doubly commuting, is proved.
In what follows 5(H) denotes the algebra of all (linear bounded) operators on a separable complex Hubert space H. Throughout the paper we simply write a subspace for a closed subspace of H and an algebra (of operators) on H for a subalgebra of B(H) with the unit (the identity on H). If S? is a subset of B(H) then ^(S") stands for the WOT (Weak Operator Topology)-closed algebra generated by S* while LatJi^ denotes the lattice of all invariant subspaces for all operators from A?. For operators Tx, ... ,Tn on H we write in the sequel Î/(TX, ... ,Tn), Lat(Tj, ... , Tn), respectively, instead of W({TX. Tn}) and Lat({T,, ... , TJ). AlgLat^ stands for the algebra of Deddens [ 1 ] proved the reflexivity of an isometry using the Wold decomposition and a model for a shift. If a pair of commuting isometries is considered then a Wold-type decomposition need not exist [7] . Another difficulty is a lack of any model for a pair of commuting shifts in a general situation. In [3] the reflexivity of a pair {Vx, V2) of doubly commuting isometries (i.e. V., V2 commute and so do Vx, V2 ) was proved. Thus a pair of doubly commuting shifts is also reflexive. In this paper we prove, using a model from [3] , the reflexivity of certain pairs of shifts, which are not necessarily doubly commuting.
Let S denote a set of all pairs of nonnegative integers and G be a set of all pairs of integers. Following [3] , we introduce some notations and definitions. Namely, a subset X c G is called a diagram if <p g X, s G S imply <f>+s € X. The set of all diagrams is denoted by X. For <f> g G we define E,= {X gX: 4> G X}. It is obvious that E^ c E.+s (<f> g G, s g S). Let 33 he a rj-algebra generated by all E, (d> G G) and p he a positive finite measure on (X, Let us denote JT = ©¿eG77, where H^ = H and consider a space K of all measurable functions /: X -+ %? such that / \\f(X)\\2dp < oo and f(X) G ®¿eXH¿ (we identify functions equal p a.e.). K is a Hubert space with an inner product (/, g) = J(f(X), g(X))^dp(X). We note that each element of K can be written as follows: / = £¿eG/0(-)^, where /^X-tH, fi^G L2(X, 33, p, H) and E0€C ||/0||2 < oo ; also, f^(X) = 0p a.e. on X-^,m eans that fAX)e, is an element of H, for X g X. Now, we can define operators Ts on K, 5 G S. If / = £0eG /¿(-)^ , then (1) Tsf=J2f^)e^s.
Since X is the set of all diagrams, Tsf G K and, therefore, Ts are well-defined. Our main result is the following:
Theorem. A WOT-closed algebra generated by Ts, s G S is reflexive.
We denote the above algebra by saf . Let us note that sé = ^(T(X 0), T,0 ,,), thus, the Theorem implies that the pair (T{X 0), 7"(0 X)) is reflexive. Now we consider the following examples. Gaspar and Suciu proved [Theorem 6, 2] that each isometric semi-group is an orthogonal sum of a unitary semi-group, a left evanescent one, and a modified unilateral translation (for definitions, see [2] ). A consequence of our theorem is the following: Corollary 3. A modified unilateral translation on the semi-group of pairs of nonnegative integers is reflexive.
Proof. The T , s G S, for a semi-group. If we consider the measure p = SY (as in Example 2), then T , s G S, is a modified natural unilateral translation of the defect space H on the above semi-group 5 ([2]). A modified unilateral translation is unitary equivalent to a modified natural unilateral translation; thus, it is reflexive.
Let us start proving our theorem. The following remarks and lemmas are needed. If <f> € G, then we denote S^ = <p + S and L<j) = {fGK: f(X) g ®veS F¡v , p a.e., f(X) = 0 p a.e. on X -E^} . Proof. Let / G L^ and / = ¿Z^s/^K then' since s^ °> (^/)W = E"es, UXK+s c ®^H*> , for 1 G X. We know that f(X) = 0 " a.e. on X-7^,so, f4>(X) = 0p a.e. on X-E^. Thus, (7;/)(X) = 0/z a.e. on X-£0.
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The subspace L, is unitary equivalent to a space 77 (T )®L (5,, /¿l^ , H), where Mz* denotes a multiplication operator by zs = z\l zs22 (here z,, z2 de- 2 2 note independent variables and s = (sx, s2) )in the space 77 (r ) and 7^ denotes identity operator in L (E., p\E , H ). Thus, . For example, ô% may be chosen as in the proof of the Theorem in [5] . The bidisc fulfills assumptions of this Theorem, because it is starlike with C -boundary. According to that proof, an estimation is the following: ll*ill<MU| + i<MII + i^C.
The above convergence shows also that U,A\L C/J -A^® 1^, where A, is chosen adequately. (3) %=Ui> (àn®l, )U¡.
Ym T-fTi ^m
Hence, n™ WOT-converges to A\L (n -► oo) and we also have \\n™\\ < C. Lemma 10 implies that we can define operators UmA/™ on UmAf, and df Um a/" || < C Thus, there is sequence of operators ßn = l>mrj^ on K UmA/, (Lemma 9) and ||/?J| < C. Operators nn on L, are polynomials in 
